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The UN’s Search for a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration

Abstract

In 2016, the UN’s General Assembly called for the negotiation of a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration to be adopted in 2018. The consultations began at the start of 2017 and the negotiations began six months later. Yet, it is uncertain what a Global Compact on Migration should include and what it should look like. What should be the key objectives of a Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration? In this Article I examine the issue which the UN seeks to address through an analysis of the three problems: Unsafe migration, disorderly migration, and irregular migration.
A. Introduction: In Search of Safe, Order and Regular Migration

The objective of the New York Declaration, adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution of 19 September 2016, is to contribute to safe, orderly and regular migration worldwide. The problem which the General Assembly seeks to address is what it terms “the growing global phenomenon of large movements of refugees and migrants.” In order to do so, the UN has chosen as an overarching framework of the New York Declaration the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. While this choice may be politically expeditious it is perhaps not the most obvious framework as migrant and refugee protection are not self-evidently development issues as such though there may be development angles.

The immediate objective is that by the end of 2018, the New York Declaration will be provided implementing measures in the form of two Global Compacts, one on refugees and one on safe, orderly and regular migration. The Global Compact on Refugees has been allocated to United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to develop and lead. The Global Compact on Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration will be led by an intergovernmental process supported by the Secretary General of the UN. The UN Special Representative for International Migration has a leading role in the process while the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) has been allocated a supporting role.

This Article addresses a number of legal and policy issues which must be addressed in order to achieve an international system which privileges safe, orderly, and regular migration. Many of the issues which are developed here are also relevant for refugees who are frequently among those most at risk from unsafe, disorderly, and irregular movement across borders. Refugees are not the main focus of this article, however, not least as they are beneficiaries of the UN’s Convention relating to the status of refugees 1951 and its 1967

---

2 Id. para. 2.
3 Indeed, the development framework might be criticised as appearing to focus on movement of people from poorer to richer countries rather than a more balanced perspective of the movement of people across borders generally. Adrian A. Smith, Migration, Development and Security within Racialised Global Capitalism: Refusing the Balance Game, 37 THIRD WORLD Q. 2119–38 (2016).
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Protocol which provide for specific obligations of states towards refugees including regarding their admission at border. The argument of this Article is that achieving safe, orderly, and regular migration requires states to embrace their responsibilities in international human rights law including at their borders. This can only be done effectively by disaggregating border control from migration regulation and law enforcement. The attempt to use border control to further the latter is one of the most important contributing factors to unsafe, disorderly, and irregular migration. The vast majority of people who cross international borders do so safely, orderly, and in a regular manner. Only a very small proportion of them are placed at risk. By examining the differences between the movement of the majority and the risks suffered by the very small minority it will be possible to take effective measures to promote safe, orderly, and regular migration. The international human rights responsibilities of states when exercising their state sovereign entitlement to control their borders and the movement of persons across them includes an obligation to desist from applying measures which result in unsafe, disorderly, and irregular movement. The New York Declaration affirms that “States have rights and responsibilities to manage and control their borders.” The fact that rights come with responsibilities is a generally accepted principle of law. States’ right to control their borders is accompanied by the responsibility to ensure respect for the human rights of those crossing them: Migrants. Their right to dignity and physical integrity is the responsibility of states to assure in their application of border controls and related measures. This is also an intrinsic part of the recognition in the New York Declaration that migrants and refugees are rights holders.

We reaffirm the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations. We reaffirm also the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and recall the core international human rights treaties. We reaffirm and

---


9 See William Walters, Border/Control, in AN ANTHOLOGY OF MIGRATION AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION 151–65 (2016).


12 See UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), General Comment No. 31 [80], The Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13 (May 26, 2004), http://www.refworld.org/docid/478b26ae2.html.
will fully protect the human rights of all refugees and migrants, regardless of status; all are rights holders. Our response will demonstrate full respect for international law and international human rights law and, where applicable, international refugee law and international humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{13}

Starting from this reaffirmation by the international community of their objectives regarding the establishment of an international system of safe, orderly, and regulated migration, this Article will examine why the key to achieving the objective is grounded in a disaggregation of border controls from immigration regulation and law enforcement.

B. Migrants and Migration

Before proceeding further, the terminology needs to be clear in particular: Who are migrants? Many words are used to describe people who cross international borders. The most traditional binary categorization is between citizens of the state—the territory of which being entered—and aliens. “Alien” is a general term which has been commonly used in international law to describe anyone who is not a citizen of the state in which he or she is found.\textsuperscript{14} But this simple terminology is out of fashion. Instead, many alternative terms are used such as foreigner, migrant, tourist, visitor, refugee, asylum seeker, and many more. Each term seeks to express differences of attributed intentions and objectives of the person described mainly in terms of length of stay on the territory and activities or links there. Each term also seeks to capture the legitimacy of migratory ambitions of people who cross international borders—hence the terms “illegal,” \textsuperscript{15} undocumented, or irregular migrant are in common currency.\textsuperscript{16} Yet, mostly the allocation of one term to one group and another elsewhere is based on speculation and assumptions founded on very partial information and knowledge.\textsuperscript{17} Only the individual migrant is able to clarify his or her travel plans.

Presumptions by state authorities regarding the objectives of people based on collective characteristics extrinsic to the individual such as place of birth, nationality, or place of

\textsuperscript{13} G.A Res. 71/1, para. 5 New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants Statement of Financial Implications (Sept. 16, 2016).

\textsuperscript{14} GERHARD VON GLAHN & JAMES LARRY TAULBEE, LAW AMONG NATIONS: AN INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW (2015).

\textsuperscript{15} The categorization of people as “illegal” has been deplored by the UN and many other institutions but remains current in the language used by numerous states.


\textsuperscript{17} See CATHERINE DAUVERGNE, MAKING PEOPLE ILLEGAL: WHAT GLOBALIZATION MEANS FOR MIGRATION AND LAW (2008).
departure are inherently discriminatory and offend the right to dignity of all people. Such presumptions cannot be justified on grounds of immigration control or law enforcement. The UN World Tourism Organization estimates that there are more than 1.2 billion tourists who travel across borders each year. It is worth keeping this figure in mind when thinking about migrants who may simply be tourists or may be tourists who decided to stay a little longer than originally anticipated. The presumption in favor of safe and orderly border crossing which applies to these migrants should apply to all. This argument develops below, particularly in light of the practices of states.

Travelers have many goals which change rapidly and are affected by all kinds of externalities—including such banal events as a telephone call from home. The choice of Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) to term all aliens as migrants simplifies matters. Instead of creating normative categories such as travelers, tourists, visitors, migrants, asylum seekers, refugees, repeat border offenders, or any of the multitude of other words used, deploying one term only—migrant—creates a level playing field. It is capable of including even the person who is leaving one country to return to enter his or her country of citizenship. In order to describe the cross-border movement of people in a consistent manner which is not tainted by normative constructions which are created by imputing intentions to people moving, the term migrant is useful. If all cross-border travelers are described in the same manner, that is to say as migrants, then the term ‘migrant’ may lose its stigma as a term to describe only unwanted aliens.

This also resolves the citizen-alien binary where cross border movement is determined by reference to a state of nationality. Oelgemöller has examined in depth the arrival of the “transit country” as a mechanism of migration management by a number of states which

---


avoids the conundrum of the rights of citizens by placing people on the move in an intermediate territory—the transit state—where they do not enjoy citizenship rights but are suspected of planning onward movement.\textsuperscript{25} This allows states to treat some people, in particular those outside their jurisdiction, as migratory or law enforcement risks without having to address the problem that these people are citizens in their own state subject to the laws of their own state. Anxiety about people on the move can then be expressed without offending the authorities of other states about the imputed intentions of their citizens. But migrants are also citizens of some country\textsuperscript{26} and their home state is entitled to champion their interests irrespective of what country they are in. This is affirmed in the New York Declaration: “We commit to safeguarding the rights of, protecting the interests of and assisting our migrant communities abroad, including through consular protection, assistance and cooperation, in accordance with relevant international law.”\textsuperscript{27} The international community is composed of all states and its policies must reflect the interests of all states to protect their citizens including when they are migrants in another state.

Prejudices about migrants are often reinforce through specific individual examples widely disseminated by the press. The ubiquitous pictures of small boats full of young black men as representing the arrival of migrants and refugees in Europe across the Mediterranean which media outlets purvey on a regular basis is a good example. In fact, the top three countries of origin of asylum seekers—and those recognised as refugees—in the European Union, according to EUROSTAT—the EU’s statistical agency—are Syrians, Iraqis, and Afghans, none of whom are Sub-Saharan Africans.\textsuperscript{28} Similarly, women accounted for over 405,000 of the total 1.2 million asylum seekers in the EU in 2016.\textsuperscript{29} So if the image of the little boat full of desperate people heading to Europe were to be correct, it would mainly consist of people of Arab and Afghan complexion and more than a third would be women.

---

\textsuperscript{25} See Christina Oelgemöller, “Transit” and “Suspension”: Migration Management or the Metamorphosis of Asylum-Seekers into “Illegal” Immigrants, 37 J. ETHNIC & MIGRATION STUD. 407 (2011).

\textsuperscript{26} Except those so unfortunate as to be stateless. See JANE MCAVADAM, “DISAPPEARING STATES”, STATELESSNESS AND THE BOUNDARIES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (2010).

\textsuperscript{27} G.A Res. 71/1, para. 5 New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants Statement of Financial Implications (Sept. 16, 2016).


Yet, the media’s picture of the boat continues to inform our imaginations notwithstanding the statistical evidence to the contrary. The picture has become representative of everyone who travels unsafely towards Europe. As a consequence we tend to ask the wrong questions like—what kind of people put their lives at risk—ignoring the diversity and multiplicity of people’s motivations. It may be helpful to leave motivation out of the equation and speak of people equally. This choice even effaces the citizen-alien distinction which is so central in law to the determination of migrants’ rights. For the purposes of this Article, it will describe all people crossing international borders as migrants, following the example of the OHCHR.

The International Organisation for Migration (IOM), which became a related organization of the UN in July 2016, defines “migrant” as:

> [A]ny person who is moving or has moved across an international border or within a State away from his/her habitual place of residence, regardless of (1) the person’s legal status; (2) whether the movement is voluntary or involuntary; (3) what the causes for the movement are; or (4) what the length of the stay is.

This definition is somewhat too ambitious for my purposes as it includes, for instance, people who move within their own country of citizenship from one town to the next—or even within a town. While human movement in its entirety is important for many academic investigations such as human geography, the salience of the UN’s call for a Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration is related to the movement across international borders of people who are not citizens of the destination state. It is not about citizens returning to their countries of nationality nor is it about citizens moving within their countries of nationality. It is about the state sovereign claim to an entitlement to control—

---


34 Who is a Migrant?, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION, https://www.iom.int/who-is-a-migrant (last visited July 12, 2017).

manage and prevent—the movement of people who are not citizens of that particular state to and into the territory of that state.

Therefore, this Article will use the term migration to cover arrival and stay—of any duration, consistent with the IOM definition, but slightly more limited—of a migrant in a country of which he or she is not a national. Increasingly in policy and even academic papers officials and academics seek to differentiate between mobility and migration.36 Yet there is no clarity what the difference between the terms is other than the insinuation that one is positive—mobility—and the other risky—migration. This creation of different terms for what is fundamentally the same act mirrors the categorical differentiation between tourists and migrants. It is equally empty of real content. I recognize the political objective of some policy makers and academics to “rescue” cross-border movement of persons from the pejorative appellation of migration but I am not convinced that it is intellectually sustainable. Thus, this Article will avoid what may be a false differentiation between mobility and migration and use the term migration to cover all cross-border movement of migrants.

C. Unsafe Migration

Unsafe migration and the loss of life in migratory movements across countries and seas is a stain on the international community’s commitment to protect human rights. It is a tragedy for the people who suffer and sometimes die and for their families. It is unacceptable that states allow these tragedies to occur. According to the IOM’s project—Missing Migrants—by April 2017, 1,178 persons had been lost in international migratory movements worldwide in that year alone.37 The majority of these losses took place in the Mediterranean, 663, accounting for 56.3% of the total. According to the same source, the tally in 2016 was 7,763 losses with Europe accounting for 5,098 of them or 65.7% of the total. These losses are terrible and a blight on the reputation of all countries which are implicated in them.

These losses take place in particular places: In the Mediterranean Sea and in respect of the North America at land border between Mexico and the US. They do not take place at airports. Nor do they take place at sea borders in North America or land borders in Europe.

The migrants who lost their lives crossing the Mediterranean did so because the only boats which they could catch were unseaworthy, the personnel—to glorify the role of those guiding the boats—un-unionized, and the conditions incompatible with European health and


safety standards. Those who suffer, and in some cases die, in boating accidents in the Mediterranean do so because they cannot get access to safe travel as a result of obstacles placed in their way by states. Over the past ten years there has been a wealth of academic research and publications on the legal basis, scope and effects of these obstacles to which I recommend the reader. Migrants do not need to die crossing the Mediterranean—or indeed any other international border. There are thousands of safe ferry crossings across the Mediterranean from the Southern to Northern shores and vice-versa every day—which are also very cheap—often less than €30.

Safe migration is available for most migrants—the 1.2 billion people who move every year as tourists. Unsafe migration is the exception. It is the result of obstacles which states place in the way of some people which make safe migration unavailable. These obstacles include visa requirements, sanctions on carriers which do not refuse transport to migrants without the right documents and databases filled with various bits of personal data of questionable

---


quality about migrants the contents of which databases are then shared among groups of countries with exclusionary consequences for migrants.

D. Disorderly Migration

Disorderly migration is a lesser misfortune than unsafe migration in that it does not necessarily result in people’s lives being at risk. It is a headache for a relatively small number of state officials, border guards, responsible for orderly border crossing, mainly an administrative issue. When people turn up at borders in unexpected places where border guard facilities are not available then administrative formalities are not completed. If the numbers become substantial, state authorities may become concerned about the accuracy of their knowledge about who is on their territory. There is always some disorderly border crossing going on, for instance, where owners of pleasure boats decide to change their destinations and arrive at small islands—for instance in the Mediterranean or Caribbean where there are no border guards present. Ramblers on traditional country trails may stray across international borders unwittingly and thus arrive in a “disorderly” fashion in another country. But these forms of disorderly arrival are not those which the UN’s New York Declaration seeks to address. These and many other forms of disorderly border crossing by persons are dealt with by administrative presumptions which resolve, legally at least, the disorder.

The more successful states’ efforts to channel movement of persons into and out of their territory, the less disorderly that movement becomes. Thus, airports are places which tend

44 Brouwer cites interviews with data protection officers in France, Germany, and the Netherlands regarding their control of personal data submitted by their authorities to one of the EU’s databases on foreigners, the Schengen Information System, who confirmed to her that on average more than 40% of the data which they checked was either inaccurate or unlawful. See Evelien Brouwer, Digital Borders and Real Rights: Effective Remedies for Third-Country Nationals in the Schengen Information System (2008).


49 See François Crépeau & Idil Atak, Global Migration Governance, 34 Netherlands Q. Human Rights 113 (2016).
to be well organized as regards separating those arriving from another country from those moving within the state. Similarly, those departing to another country tend to be well segregated from those arriving both internationally and nationally. Much of this kind of airport management regarding citizens and migrants is built into the architecture of the buildings. The construction of highways capable of simplifying arrival of cars and trucks at specific places along international borders has the same function of bringing the majority people crossing the border to places where there are officials expecting them. State efforts to make border crossing more difficult for some people may have the effect of creating disorderly migration by pushing those migrants who are determined to attempt to cross the border towards more perilous and disorderly arrival. There is nothing surprising about the tools which states use to transform disorderly arrival into orderly arrival.

Disorderly migration can, in principle, take place anywhere people arrive across an international border. Whether the arrival is orderly or disorderly depends primarily on whether the relevant state authorities are present in sufficient numbers to undertake the job of border control and whether the job of border control is properly articulated to the numbers of persons crossing the border. It is worth remembering that the EU’s border agency, FRONTEX has calculated that each EU border guard has a total of twelve seconds to decide on admission or refusal of each person crossing an EU external border. The reason for this is very simple and FRONTEX explains it well in its report. Efficiency and the expectations of travelers and authorities that border posts will operate both quickly and smoothly is paramount. Delays in processing travelers can cause tremendous pressures at airports, long queues at land borders, and delays for ships and ferries. These inconveniences are not acceptable to our politicians, our citizens, our businesses, nor ourselves. One common way of dealing with unexpectedly large numbers of people arriving at international borders is to relax the intensity of controls on them. This happens regularly at airports where on account of weather conditions unexpectedly large numbers of airplanes arrive at once causing backlogs. Another state response is to claim a crisis is occurring. What is key is that disorderly migration is a consequence of state authorities’ choices regarding border management.

control activities. It is neither a natural phenomenon nor a normal one. It is created, to a very large degree, by the actions of state authorities.\textsuperscript{55}

The numbers show that disorderly migration is very much the exception. It is much easier for border guards to do their job if migrants arrive where they are expected. Encouraging them to do so through good infrastructure simplified everyone’s lives. Taking only two parts of the world, the EU and the US—both of which express substantial concern about disorderly migration—the US admitted over 76.5 million people, in the non-immigrant categories, in 2015.\textsuperscript{56} Its authorities refused admission to 253,509 people at the border in the same year.\textsuperscript{57} The EU admitted about 289.5 million people in 2016 and refused admission to 206,656 persons that year.\textsuperscript{58} The admission figures are particularly conservative leaving out substantial categories of migrants. The refusal figures are particularly accurate at least so the relevant authorities claim.

\section*{E. Irregular Migration}

Irregular migration introduces quite a different issue from safe and orderly migration. Border crossing is primarily based on rules defined in terms of the possession of travel documents. There is a presumption that a migrant in possession of the requisite travel documents will be admitted to the state, as the statistics above on refusal of admission to the EU and US show. Stay on the territory of a state is normally covered by another set of rules which are based on how long the migrant wants to stay and what he or she wants to do there. These second sets of rules, which apply within the state’s territory, determine regularity or irregularity of a migrant’s situation. Well-designed immigration rules accommodate the reasonable ambitions of migrants—such as family reunification or studies—so that migrants do not become irregular and outside the applicable national residence laws. The separation of regular from irregular migration presupposes that a state has a system not only of border control but also of migration laws and requirements against which the requests of migrants can be judged.\textsuperscript{59} The immigration laws of the state where the migrant is present apply in respect of stay and activities permitted. States of departure cannot know what the requirements of those laws are. This irrelevance of the immigration

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsc{Dep’t of Homeland Security, Immigration Enforcement Actions}, https://www.dhs.gov/immigration-statistics/enforcement-actions.
\item See \textsc{Frontex, Risk Analysis for 2017}, http://frontex.europa.eu/assets/Publications/Risk_Analysis/Annual_Risk_Analysis_2017.pdf.
\item See Isin F. Engin, \textit{We, the Non-Europeans, in Conflicting Humanities} 229 (2016): 229.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
laws of destination states is expressed in the US practice of not conducting border controls on migrants, including US citizens, leaving the state. Similarly, in the EU the relevant law, the Schengen Borders Code, requires a border check on everyone leaving the territory but exclusively for the purpose of checking that migrants have complied with the time limit on their EU stay. There is no reciprocity in border controls vis-à-vis the immigration laws of a destination state. Equally, law enforcement depends on national criminal and civil laws which are extraneous to border controls. Law enforcement is an activity which takes place within states and is only relevant in exceptional circumstances with respect of border controls.

Irregular migration is linked to a migrant’s presence within the territory of the state not with the state’s border practices. The two become linked as states seek to use border control tools to regulated migration and then justify the elision of border and migration control into one process. It is this confusion between border control and immigration control which is at the center of many of the problems of unsafe, disorderly, and irregular migration. The same is true of the elision of border control and law enforcement. These two fundamentally different state activities cannot be merged without negative impacts on safe and orderly migration.

Regular or irregular migration is premised on law. It is the law of destination state which is at issue. That law is entitled to define what the status of a migrant is. Before a migrant arrives at a state’s border, he or she is neither a regular nor an irregular migrant by reference to the possible destination state. This is because the law of the destination state does not yet apply to him or her. Extraterritorial application of national law is a complex and controversial field of law. Immigration laws are so varied and complex that it is very difficult if not impossible to reach any international agreement on extra-territorial application of these national rules.

As a matter of consular agreement between host and destination states, authorities may require migrants to obtain visas at their consulates abroad before travelling. But in order to determine whether a migrant is regular or irregular he or she will have to be within the territory of the destination state. This is an immigration control tool not a border control activity. It is the interaction with the state’s laws which creates the distinction between regularity and irregularly when they interact with the presence and ambitions of the migrant. This will only become apparent after the individual has arrived in the state and is...
staying there. Borders are particularly ill adapted for complex decisions on immigration status.

Further, a migrant can be regular one day and irregular the next as the result of the passage of time—the end of a period of permitted entry and residence—or of the law—a change of the migration category which places the migrant outside the new requirements. It can be one of activity for instance where a foreign student is permitted to work for a specific number of hours a week but in fact works more hours one week and thus is no longer regular in accordance with the terms of his or her student visa.63 If the following week the student’s hours of work drop below the threshold he or she may dip back into regularity. The place where irregularity takes place is related to the territory of the state—within that territory—and subject to the laws of the state where the migrant is present. Only the officials of that state will know definitively what their laws mean and how they should be applied to migrants. This is their job, not that of officials of other countries or private companies.64 This application of national law within the state to migrants is even more pronounced in respect of law enforcement. National laws are under the exclusive control of national authorities and vary dramatically from one state to another. The examples of national criminal and civil law regulation of recreational use of drugs, abortion and euthanasia are particularly clear evidence of the jurisdiction-limited nature of law enforcement. The creation of offences which only migrants can commit such as the criminalization of irregular stay is equally nationally determined.65 And has numerous negative externalities which have been highlighted by academics and human rights authorities. Such laws may encourage policy makers to consider border controls as a venue where law enforcement can be used to stop migration crimes from being committed. This is a profound mistake. Border controls on migrants cannot be used to predict who might commit an immigration crime subsequently.

Any attempt to shift of the focus for determining what is regular migration from the destination state to all other states may need to be examined in the UN’s process of adopting its Global Compact on Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration. The argument which the Article develop here is that determining regular migration from its irregular counterpart and law enforcement activities, which should not be woven into border controls. Regularity, irregularity, and law enforcement are matters of national law and under the control of each


state separately, subject only to fairly limited international and supranational obligations. Therefore, they are activities which should take place within state’s jurisdictions—and within their territories—and cannot effectively be transferred to the international community. If states want other countries to undertake their immigration control or law enforcement activities, then they need to start by agreeing what laws will apply to immigration. Only after they have reached agreement on common immigration laws can there be any question of common application. Common application will also require common interpretation so a supranational dispute resolution mechanism will be required. This is not impossible, and the EU’s laws on free movement of workers is a good example. Since 1967, all nationals of the EU Member States have been entitled to cross intra-EU borders to look for and take work in any other Member State.66 Where they do so they are regular because the Member States have agreed on a law which applies to all of them and which requires all states to recognize the regularity of migrant workers from other Member States. This position is not incompatible with expulsion—if an EU migrant worker commits an offense of sufficient gravity to invoke the exception of public policy or security, the host state can expel him or her.67 But the key is that these states have agreed a common immigration law which applies to the citizens of all the Member States and which all Member States apply.

Further, in the EU example, a determination whether an EU migrant worker is a threat to public policy or security cannot be taken at the border in the absence of a previous expulsion decision backed up by a lawful re-entry ban. Any issue about the regularity or irregularity of the EU migrant worker’s activities or planned activities on the host Member State’s territory must be dealt with by the immigration officials within the state. Sadly, these clear and efficient rules which apply to EU nationals moving among the Member States are not applicable to third country national migrants—nationals of countries outside the EU—arriving for the first time at the EU external border. It is worth noting that this common immigration law of the EU has resulted in only 2.8% of the EU population living in a Member State other than that of their nationality.68 There are substantially fewer EU national migrants living in other Member States than non-EU national migrants living in the EU.69

66 Transitional restrictions have only applied for states acceding to the EU after 1967 and these transitional restrictions have been limited to a total of seven years. The only EU Member State nationals of which are still currently subject to transitional restriction on free movement of workers is Croatia.


The vast majority of migrants are regular. The 1.2 billion migrants counted by the UN World Tourism Organisation are mainly regular.\(^70\) The dividing line between regularity and irregularity is not always clear in national law. For the reasons set out above, it is generally incomprehensible outside the national territory. But one measure of whether a state considers a migrant to be irregular or not is when the state takes expulsion action against a migrant. This is a clear and internationally recognizable act that a state has determined a migrant to be irregular and no longer welcome on its territory. In many countries this is also a law enforcement activity. Thus, it is not unreasonable to have regard to statistics on expulsion in order to understand the seriousness with which states take irregularity and migration law enforcement. These are publicly available for least two parts of the world, both of which express substantial concern regarding the regularity of migrants and law enforcement: The EU and the US.

Expulsion matters as it is the most decisive act of a state regarding the unwanted nature of a migrant. State authorities need to make decisions based on evidence that a specific migrant is no longer welcome and then take action to send him or her home. According the US Department of Homeland Security, the US expelled 438,000 people in 2013.\(^71\) In 2014, 34.5 million people visited the US.\(^72\) The state lauded this figure because it was up from the previous year. This would seem to indicate that although a limited number of people are unwelcome after they arrive, that has little influence on state policy to encourage increasing numbers of arrivals.

In the EU, a part of the world much convulsed by unsafe, disorderly, and irregular arrivals of substantial numbers of refugees and migrants in 2015 and 2016, there are fairly reliable statistics on the expulsion of migrants. According to the EU’s border agency, FRONTEX, 79,608 migrants were subject to forced expulsions in 2016.\(^73\) This figure is consistent with previous years. FRONTEX also counts arrivals, though rather loosely—estimating 289 million people entered the EU in 2016—and this is on the basis of voluntarily reporting by national border guards.\(^74\) Thus a similar picture emerges for the EU as that seen in the US. These two parts of the world are very concerned about the application of their immigration regulations internally and insist on compliance by migrants. The incidence of failure to comply which

---

\(^70\) The New York Declaration posits that in 2015 there were 244 migrants and the number is growing (para 3). The difference between tourists and migrants is not clarified by the Declaration.


\(^74\) See id.
results in expulsion is very low in comparison with the migration figures. The facts do not support the argument that immigration regulation must be woven into border control procedures.

F. Conclusion: The Starting Place for Safe, Orderly, and Regulation Migration

This Article suggests that the starting place for a Global Compact which promotes safe, orderly, and regular migration must be the disaggregation of border controls from immigration regulation and law enforcement. Migration regulation and law enforcement should take place within states. Border controls must have clearly limited purposes, permitting states to know who is on their territory and to check that those arriving are documented. They should take place only at the borders of states not within the territory of other countries or international waters. Practices which push even tiny numbers of migrants to arrive undocumented and unsafely must be avoided. This is part of states’ responsibilities to the international community regarding their border controls.

Migration regulation must be limited to its field of action within the state determining what migrants can do and for how long while in the territory. Full respect for human rights, including family reunification, labor standards, etc. must be the priority of migration regulation. Migrants who have arrived for one purpose should be permitted to change to another status provided that they meet the relevant national rules. Mandatory prior visa requirements should be used sparingly and only in circumstances where genuinely necessary information to determine an application is only available to the decision maker in the country of origin of the migrant.

Using the border as a mechanism to force people to travel long distances in uncertainty in the application of arcane migration regulations is a key component of unsafe, disorderly, and irregular migration. Families must be allowed to live together, refugees must be given international protection, and businesses must be able to hire the workers they need in accordance with clear and simple migration rules.

The international community needs to recognize a presumption in favor of migration for all people irrespective of their nationality. This presumption should only be displaced where states have specific grounds to refuse entry to a migrant on the basis of facts specific to the migrant’s behavior. Rule of law requirements must cover border controls, migration regulation, and law enforcement. These rules must be contained in law which is clear, precise, and accessible to people so that they know what they must do to comply. The international community has now spoken in the New York Declaration—all states need to promote responsible border controls which enhance safe, orderly, and regular migration. In order to fulfil this commitment, states need to re-think their objectives regarding border controls and ensure they are compatible with safe, orderly and regular migration.